Single-Pass, Adaptive Natural Language Filtering: Measuring Value in


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 438	 42	 60	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 396	 378	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 3619	 4248	 3876	
Topic	Word	List	Count	 0	 336	 766	
Total	Word	Count	in	Article	 1007	
	    
Story	2:	An	AB	Testing	Story	
		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 47	 24	 25	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 23	 22	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 8531	 13826	 13294	
Topic	Word	List	Count	 0	 673	 870	
Total	Word	Count	in	Article	 2187	
	    
Story	3:	Researchers	teleport	particle	of	light	six	kilometers	
		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 154	 110	 131	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 44	 23	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 2882	 2521	 3151	
Topic	Word	List	Count	 0	 303	 1549	
Total	Word	Count	in	Article	 820	
	    
Story	4:	A	16-year-old	British	girl	earns	£48,000	helping	Chinese	people	name	their	babies	
		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 199	 150	 178	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 49	 21	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 3666	 4290	 3929	






		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 176	 59	 107	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 117	 69	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 4809	 2782	 5769	
Topic	Word	List	Count	 0	 321	 1537	
Total	Word	Count	in	Article	 742	
	    
Story	6:	Of	course	smart	homes	are	targets	for	hackers	
		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 59	 26	 40	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 33	 19	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 3687	 3311	 3607	
Topic	Word	List	Count	 0	 206	 800	
Total	Word	Count	in	Article	 549	
	    
Story	7:	Soylent	halts	sales	of	its	powder	as	customers	keep	getting	sick	
		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 1001	 542	 893	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 459	 108	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 3289	 3019	 3370	
Topic	Word	List	Count	 0	 161	 5318	
Total	Word	Count	in	Article	 321	
	    
Story	8:	Google	AI	invents	its	own	cryptographic	algorithm	
		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 162	 46	 60	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 116	 102	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 2801	 4047	 4229	






		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 160	 45	 126	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 115	 34	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 14671	 19049	 15173	
Topic	Word	List	Count	 0	 109	 1480	
Total	Word	Count	in	Article	 316	
	    
Story	10:	Cognitive	bias	cheat	sheet	
		 No	Filter	 1st	Filter	 All	Filters	
Approved	Comments	 139	 78	 87	
Rejected	Comments	 0	 61	 52	
Approved	Average	Karma	Points	 1971	 1946	 2079	





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 	 	 USER_DEFINED_BEST_RELATEDNESS_PERCENT	*	article_overall_mean_score)):				
	 	 	 	 print('growing	master	word	list')	
	 	 	 	 comment_raw,	adapting_master_word_set,	sentence_count	=	
manage_new_words(row['comment'],	adapting_master_word_set,	add_new_words_to_master=True)	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 if	comment_score	>	(USER_DEFINED_MIN_RELATEDNESS_PERCENT	*	article_overall_mean_score):	
	 	 	 good_comments[counter]	=	row['comment']	
	 	 	 good_karma.append(row['karma'])	
	 	 else:	
	 	 	 bad_comments[counter]	=	row['comment']	
	 	 	 bad_karma.append(row['karma'])	
	 else:	
	 	 overall_scores.append(0)		 	 	
	 	 bad_comments[counter]	=	row['comment']	
	 	 bad_karma.append(row['karma'])	
	 all_karma.append(row['karma'])	
	
	
print('---------------------------------------')	
print('Second	filter:',	GROW_MASTER_WORDS)	
print('Minimum	cutoff	for	standard	filter:',	USER_DEFINED_MIN_RELATEDNESS_PERCENT)	
print('Minimum	cutoff	for	related	content:',	USER_DEFINED_BEST_RELATEDNESS_PERCENT)	
print('Article	score:',	article_overall_mean_score)	
print('Overall	Average	Karma:',	np.mean(all_karma))	
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print('Good	comments:',len(good_comments))	
print('Average	good	karma:',np.mean(good_karma))	
print('Bad	comments:',len(bad_comments))	
print('Average	bad	karma:',np.mean(bad_karma))	
	
print('Original	master	word	set	count',	len(master_word_set))	
print('New	master	word	set	count',	len(adapting_master_word_set))	
	
print('Overall	success	rate:',	(np.mean(good_karma)-np.mean(all_karma))	/		np.mean(good_karma))	
print('Overall	rejection	comments:',		float(len(good_comments))	/	(len(good_comments)	+	len(bad_comments))	-	1)	
print('Total	comments:',	len(good_comments)+len(bad_comments))	
Hacker	News	Comment	Gatherer	(Python	source	code)	
import	time	
import	requests	
import	json	
import	html	
import	HTMLParser	
import	nltk	
		
file_name	=	'Cognitive	bias	cheat	sheet'	
def	prep_text_to_sentences(text_to_prep):	
				import	string,	re	
				regex	=	re.compile('[^a-z]')	
				text_to_prep	=	text_to_prep.replace('.',	'ootoo').replace(';',	'ootoo').replace('?',	'ootoo').replace('!',	'ootoo').replace('\n',	
'ootoo').lower()	
				text_to_prep	=	regex.sub('	',	text_to_prep)	
				text_to_prep	=	text_to_prep.split('ootoo')	
				return	text_to_prep;	
	
def	get_comments(comment_id):	
				entry	=	requests.get("https://hacker-news.firebaseio.com/v0/item/"	+	str(comment_id)	+	".json?print=pretty")	
				text	=	''	
				new_kids	=	None	
				karma_points	=	None	
				if	(entry.json()==None):	
								return	None,	None	
				if	('deleted'	in	entry.json().keys()):	
								return	None,	None,	None	
				if	('text'	in	entry.json().keys()):	
								text	=	entry.json()['text']	
				if	('by'	in	entry.json().keys()):	
								#	get	karma	points	
								#	https://news.ycombinator.com/user?id=trebor	
								user_info	=	requests.get("https://hacker-news.firebaseio.com/v0/user/"+	str(entry.json()['by'])	+	".json?print=pretty")	
								if	('karma'	in	user_info.json().keys()):	
												karma_points	=	user_info.json()['karma']	
				if	('kids'	in	entry.json().keys()):	
								new_kids	=	entry.json()['kids']	
				#	introduce	pause	
				time.sleep(0.2)	
				return	HTMLParser.HTMLParser().unescape(text).replace('<p>','	').replace('</i>','	').replace('<i>','	'),	new_kids,	karma_points;	
				#	return	html.unescape(text).replace('<p>','	').replace('</i>','	').replace('<i>','	'),	new_kids,	karma_points;	
	
def	get_all_comments_for_story(story_id):	
				import	pandas	as	pd	
				entry	=	requests.get("https://hacker-news.firebaseio.com/v0/item/"	+	str(story_id)	+	".json?print=pretty")	
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				comments	=	[]	
				karmas	=	[]	
				if	('title'	in	entry.json().keys()):	
								comments.append(entry.json()['title'])	
				if	('text'	in	entry.json().keys()):	
								comments.append(entry.json()['text'])	
				karmas.append(-1)	
	
				if	('kids'	in	entry.json().keys()):	
								kids_temp	=		entry.json()['kids']	
	
								while	len(kids_temp)	>	0:	
												current_kids	=	kids_temp	
												kids_temp	=	[]	
												for	kid_id	in	current_kids:	
																print('collecting	ID:'	+	str(kid_id))	
																comment,	kids,	karma	=	get_comments(kid_id)	
																if	(comment	is	not	None):	
																				comments.append(comment)	
																if	(karma	is	not	None):	
																				karmas.append(karma)	
																if	(kids	is	not	None):	
																				for	kid	in	kids:	
																								kids_temp.append(kid)	
	
				comment_data	=	pd.DataFrame({'comment'	:	comments,	'karma'	:	karmas})	
				return	(comment_data);	
		
#	get	story	by	hacker	news	id	
comment_data	=	get_all_comments_for_story(12804870)			
print(len(comment_data))	
comment_data.to_csv(file_name	+	"_full_comments.csv",	index=False,	encoding='utf-8')	
	
	
